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HEALTH

Anything fried or battered

Shortening

Pie and piecrust

Pancakes and waffles

piecrust contains 1.5 grams of trans fat trans fat in frozen fried chicken, 
Nutritional information might be per serving. Look for one without including Banquet and Walmart brands, 
harder to find for independent hydrogenated oils in the ingredients there are still some offenders out there: 
restaurants and local eateries than the list. Kid Cuisine All American Fried 
big chains, says Giancoli, so it's smart to C h i c k e n  m e a l — a  c h i l d r e n ' s  
assume that anything fried or battered product—has 1 gram of trans fat.
may have trans fat. Crisco has come a long way in terms of 

trans fat—so far, in fact, that according Dining out at a restaurant? The same 
"You can certainly ask about the oil that to the label, the popular shortening rules that apply to french fries apply to 
the food is fried in," she says. "But even now contains 0 grams. But a closer look fried chicken (and fried fish, for that 
if they say vegetable oil, it could still be at the ingredients list shows that matter), says Giancoli. Unless you 
hydrogenated." partially hydrogenated oils are still know an establishment does not fry in 

there. hydrogenated oils, assume that it 
Your best bet, she adds, is generally to does—or ask for clarification.
limit consumption of fried foods, Companies are allowed to round down 
which aren't the best for you, trans fat and put “0 grams” on the nutrition label Nondairy creamers
or not. if their product has less than .5 grams of For coffee lovers, nondairy creamers 

trans fat per serving. But if you do a lot can become an integral part of your 
of baking—or a lot of eating once the morning. Over time, however, they can 

Baked products are notorious for cookies come out of the oven—those also add a considerable amount of trans 
containing trans fat, but many major trace amounts can add up to unhealthy fat to your diet. Take Coffee-Mate 
restaurant chains (such as McDonald's levels. Cake mixes and frostings products, for example: Each serving 
and Burger King) have removed contains 0 grams trans fat, yet, for most 
hydrogenated oils from their apple flavors (even the fat-free and low-fat 
pies. Pancake and waffle mixes, too, often varieties), partially hydrogenated oils 

contain hydrogenated oils. are the second or third ingredient 
You can still find the trans-fat varieties Bisquick's original pancake mix still listed.
in your grocery store, however: Many contains 1.5 grams trans fat per 
varieties of Marie Callender’s frozen serving, so opt for the newer (and “At breakfast when you're making 
fruit and cream pies have between 2 and trans-fat free) Bisquick Complete, coffee, you're not usually thinking 
4.5 grams of trans fat per serving. Gluten Free, or Heart Smart formulas. about nutrition or reading labels," says 

Giancoli. "The amounts can really 
As for piecrust, Pillsbury Pet-Ritz Fried chicken sneak up on you if you drink a lot of 
Frozen Deep Dish All Vegetable Although you are less likely to find coffee."
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Web of confusion

MYTH: You can catch an STD from a 
toilet seat

MYTH: Douching is a healthy way to 
clean the vagina

MYTH: You can't get pregnant the first 
time you have sex

MYTH: If you get the HPV shot you're 
safe from cervical cancer

that cause the majority of genital warts. vaginal infections.
You know the best place to get But about 30% of cervical cancers will 
information about your sexual health is not be prevented by these vaccines, so it's 
from your doctor, but for whatever important for all women, whether 
reason—convenience, privacy, or they've gotten the shot or not, to Sexually transmitted diseases or 
anxiety and urgency—you may one day continue having regular Pap tests. infections can't live outside the body for a 
find yourself searching the Internet for long period of time—especially not on a 
answers to intimate and important Gardasil was approved for boys and men cold, hard surface like a toilet seat. Plus, 
questions. in 2009 to reduce the risk of developing they aren't present in urine, anyway (it's 

genital warts. This may also help prevent usually sterile), so the chances of you 
It's great to learn more about your body the spread of cancer-causing HPV to catching one from whoever used the 
and your choices, but explore those their female partners.. bathroom before you are slim to none, 
search results with caution: A recent says Dr.Y en.
Stanford University study on adolescent 
reproductive health found that health What you do need to worry about, 
websites are often riddled with errors, The vagina is self-cleansing, and however, is what may seem like benign 
omissions, and outdated advice, and that douching actually causes more harm skin-to-skin or mouth-to-mouth 
it's not always easy to find the truth than good, according to The National contact. Kissing, for example, can spread 
about common myths believed by many Women’s Health Information Center. herpes (and deeper kissing can even 
teenagers (and probably many adults as The natural bacteria found in the vagina spread oral gonorrhea and chlamydia, 
well!). help keep it clean and healthy, and Dr. Yen warns), while skin rubbing 

douching can disturb that balance and together can pass infections such as 
We spoke with Dr. Sophia Yen, MD, lead spread vaginal infections into the genital warts, herpes, scabies, and pubic 
researcher of the study and adolescent fallopian tubes, uterus and ovaries. lice.
medicine specialist at Lucile Packard Additionally, douching does not protect 
Children's Hospital in Palo Alto, Calif., against sexually transmitted diseases or 
to get the facts behind these top sexual pregnancy. In fact, douching makes it 
health misconceptions easier for a woman to get pregnant It may seem like the odds are in your 

because it pushes semen farther up into favor, but there's no reason to risk it: You 
the vagina and cervix. are just as likely to get pregnant the first 

time you have sex as any other. "In fact, 
Gardasil and Cervarix are cervical Regular washing with warm water and some statistics say that 20% of people get 
cancer vaccines that block the two types mild, unscented soaps will help keep the pregnant within a month of starting 
of human papillomavirus (HPV) that outside of the vagina clean. Try to avoid sex," says Dr.Y en.
most frequently cause cervical cancer. scented tampons, pads, powders, and 
Gardasil also protects against two types sprays, which can increase the chance of 

Continue next week
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The police in Owerri, the Imo state capital told reporters during a press briefing 
yesterday that Nkiru Sylvanus' family paid N8 million to the kidnappers before she 
was released on Thursday night.

The Commissioner of Police, Adisa Bolanta, said the family did this without the 
knowledge of the police. He said they had warned the family not to negotiate or 
deal directly with the kidnappers but they defied their orders

    "They defied our warnings and continued negotiations with the kidnappers. 
They went behind us and paid N8 million to them. We have made some arrests in 
connection with the case and very soon they will all be apprehended." He said

"I'VE NOT SEEN MY BABY DADDY IN A WHILE' - GRACE AMAH OPENS UP ON LIFE AS A SINGLE MUM
"I have not seen the father of my child in a while. I live here (Nigeria) and he lives abroad (UK), though 
we talk on the phone often. I come from a very strict family so my parents were a little disappointed 
when I got pregnant because they were hoping I would get married first but you would have to agree 
with me that it's not everybody that has to get married before having a child. It happened, and I wouldn't 
because I have to get married first abort my child. Being a single mother is not easy but I manage. How 
do I deal with my sexual feelings since he's not here? That's when the phone comes in. When I hear him, 
it's all fine. It may not work for other people that way, but it works for me. And there's no truth in the 
reports that my man is a married man. I don't go for married men  and to the best of my knowledge he's 
not married. - Actress Grace Amah said in a recent interview

These two will soon give me a migraine. Are they or are they not?Y es, it's my business 
to mind their business...lol. So are Rihanna and Chris Brown hinting they are not 
done yet? Just two days after posting on her Instagram page that she was single, 
Rihanna is singing a different tune.  

Yesterday Chris Brown Tweeted, then quickly deleted, a picture of himself and 
Rihanna (pictured above on the left) with the caption - Always started with Breezy 
like the Letter B and last night Rihanna did the same thing, only she didn't delete her 
picture. She posted a photo of their hands entwined with the caption - throw back to 
last Thursday. Ha! I need paracetamol! :-)
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 The 13 people arrested for the October 5th murder of four students of the 
University of Port Harcourt were meant to appear in court yesterday Thursday 
December 20th but the trial was stalled due to the failure of prison officials to 
produce them in court.

At the resumed hearing yesterday morning, the prosecutor told the court that 
the accused persons were in the court cell, but could not be brought in because 
of shortage of prison personnel. Yes, they actually said that! Shortage of prison 
personnel? Does that even make sense? The prosecutor also said he was yet to 
receive any advice on the matter from the Director of Public prosecution to 

whom the case file was referred. more persons for the brutal killing of The NBA chapter in Port Harcourt, who 
Tekena, Iloyd, Ugonna and Chiadika. They sent representatives to the trial yesterday, 

The case was then adjourned till February are: Finebone Jeffrey (23), Joshua Ekpe demanded access to the case file and the 
28, 2013. The suspects were remanded in (27), and Abang Cyril (27), all arraigned court ordered the release of the files to 
prison. on a five-count charge of conspiracy and them.
Meanwhile the police has arraigned three murder

Peter says flying private is no longer a luxury, it's now a necessity considering how often they need to travel for concerts. P-Square and 
their brother/manager, Jude Okoye, are currently in Uganda where they will perform a show tonight. Above are Peter and Jude's 
rooms in Uganda.

Desmond Elliot's pretty wife, Vicky Elliot, used to be a banker, but she quit the banking industry a while back to 
become a Nollywood movie distributor, which is said to be quite a viable business. The mother of four is right 
now the number one Nollywood movie distributor on the Island. She sells DVDs big time and also distributes 
to other outlets to sell.Y ou make a movie, she buys from you, and re-sells. Desmond and his wife are said to have 
good business sense. Desmond Elliot was one of the few to first build his house in Nollywood.

Jennifer Eliogu is the latest Nollywood actress to join the music business. She recently dropped her debut single 
titledY ou and I from her upcoming album which will be out in the first quarter of next year.
Jennifer says
    "Music has always been my first love, and I ding not because it's in vogue, but because I know that I have all it 
takes to make good music. After 16 years in the movie industry, I know that I have paid my dues, so I have 
decided to live my dream and do music on a professional level. For me, it's a mission, not a competition
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Smarting from the helicopter crash that claimed the lives of former 
Governor of Kaduna State, Patrick Yakowa, former National Security 
Adviser, General Andrew Azazi, and four others last Saturday in Bayelsa 
State, the nation would have witnessed yet another disaster but for 
providence, as an Overland Airways flight from Ilorin to Lagos suffered 
technical problems on take-off.

A source told Vanguard that the flight, OJ 1188, had difficulties 
stabilising in the air as the landing gear failed to retract after take-off 
from Ilorin Airport, Sunday.

The pilot was said to have continued the Vanguard could not confirm the incident development, said the aircraft on take-off 
journey to Lagos, with the flight from the operator of the airline, Capt. at Ilorin Airport, hit an object which made 
witnessing turbulence as the landing gear Edward Boyo, last night as calls put it impossible for the landing gear to retract 
failed to retract. through his mobile number remained after take-off.

unanswered.
A passenger on the flight said the aircraft He said the pilot was, however, able to 
wobbled its way into Murtala Muhammad manipulate the aircraft to land safely in 
Airport with its landing gear hanging However, Director-General of Nigerian Lagos, without injuries to the passengers.
dangerously throughout the flight. Civil Authority, NCAA, Dr. Harold 

D e mu re n , w h o  c o n f i r m e d  t h e  

a product that is quite literally sickening 
Americans.     The New York Times attributed to you a     You realized that that arrangement was 

statement that this endorsement in error and wisely donated those 
Talk to the hands...in Beyonce's voice. agreement allows you “to work with a proceeds to charity, I respectfully urge you 
Hehe. See the rest after the cut... lifestyle brand with no compromise and to reconsider your arrangement with 

without sacrificing [your] creativy.” It PepsiCo. If you move ahead with your 
seems to me that this deal is actually an promotional activities, you may wish to 

    I imagine that it must be hard for anyone enormous comprise. In fact, I would consider donating your proceeds to a 
to turn away $50 million. But this characterize this as an even bigger hospital, diabetes organization or another 
endorsement deal str ikes me as compromise than your accepting $2 reputable charity involved in the 
particularly inappropriate, considering million to perform at the 2009 New Year’s prevention or treatment of soda-related 
your popularity with America's young Eve bash thrown by Hannibal Gaddafi, the diseases. 
people and the extent to which Pepsi and famously violent son of the now-deceased 
other sugary drinks promote disease. Libyan dictator Muammar Gaddafi.

The Center for Science in the Public Interest is urging Beyonce to drop her $50 
million deal with Pepsi because soft drinks contribute to obesity and other health 
problems in children and adults...

 An open letter from the director of the CSPI to Beyonce,

    Beyonce you have  a unique position in the cultural life of this country and are an 
inspiring role model for millions of young people.

    Your image is one of success, health, talent, fitness, and glamour. But by lending 
your name and image to PepsiCo, you are associating those positive attributes with 
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City designer Mudiaga Clement Enajemo of Mudi Africa recently unveiled his new multi million naira office building situated at 
Anthony Village, Lagos. The building, which will serve as Mudi Africa headquarters, was dedicated on Sunday December 16th. 

2face Idibia's Playas Ball held on Sunday December 9th at Auto Lounge in Victoria Island.

Below is what the Finance minister said while addressing journalists in Abuja yesterday 
regarding her 83 year old mother's abduction and subsequent release...

    “I can’t give all the details because we don’t want to compromise ongoing investigations. 
But I can tell you one thing: my mother suffered a great deal during this ordeal. It was only 
the Almighty that rescued her from a situation that could very easily have ended tragically. 
Apart from the emotional trauma of being violently taken away from her family and kept 
incommunicado for five days in a strange environment, a woman of 83 years was left 
without food for five days.

    “While she was in their custody, the “These statements are, of course, not true. 
kidnappers spent much of the time In the case of subsidy payments, we have “In the case of SURE-P, there is a totally 
harassing her. They told her that I must get been paying all marketers whose claims different process that I have no control 
on the radio and television and announce have been verified by the Aig-Imoukhuede over. This is the right thing to do. And this, 
my resignation.  When she asked why, they Committee after going through the I believe is what the Nigerian people 
told her it was because I did not pay oil necessary processes. want.”
subsidy money.

“For marketers whose transactions are “This experience has strengthened my 
“They also said I had blocked payment of proven to be fraudulent, the position of faith in the country. The outpouring of love 
money to certain components of the the Goodluck Jonathan government is also from all over the country has been simply 
Subsidy Reinvestment and Empowerment clear: we cannot and we will not pay. We overwhelming.”
Programme.” will not back down on this. We will 

continue to stand firm.”
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Rihanna recently purchased a $12million Pacific Palisades mansion in Los Angeles, California. The newly constructed home is around 
11,000 sq ft and sits on approximately 33,541 sq ft of lot, with seven bedrooms and nine bathrooms

From Sahara Reporters

    Last week, there were rumors that Governor Liyel Imoke of Cross River State had 
passed away. However, SaharaReporters was able to determine that Mr. Imoke is in 
the US where he is receiving regular dialyses for a renal disease.

    One source disclosed that Mr. Imoke is staying with relatives in the state of 
Maryland, near Washington, DC.

 “Liyel Imoke’s kidneys are in bad last 48 hours. with his kidneys and that he was 
condition and he’s undergoing regular proceeding to the US to receive 
dialyses,” said one of our sources. Governor Imoke has been out of Nigeria monitoring and treatment.

for several weeks after he disclosed that he One of our sources said that the ailing 
Another source said the governor maybe needed to take time off to address a health governor “has no immediate plans to 
undergoing surgery for kidney transplant condition. However, Mr. Imoke did not return to Calabar,” the capital of Cross 
since he has remained unreachable in the reveal that his health problem has to do River State. 

prominent Nigerians, including the of Kaduna State demonstrated an 
former National Security Adviser, unyielding capacity in wielding together 
General Owoye Azazi in a helicopter crash varying fragile interests. He rendered 
today. quality stewardship to his people. Even in 

the face of daunting security challenges, 
Our great Party is shocked beyond nothing came close to compromising his 
imagination and no words can adequately iron cast resolve and faith that the phase 
give expression to the depth of our grief. must certainly pass. It is unfortunate that  The Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) has 
What a colossal loss! the nation has lost him at this critical curve expressed utter shock and devastating 

in our national history.”grief at the news of the death of the 
"The nation has lost a great patriot who in Executive Governor of Kaduna State, Mr. 
about two years in saddle as the Governor "On behalf of the National Executive Patrick Ibrahim Yakowa and other 
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Committee and other members of the very painful loss. Your tear is our broken involved in the unfortunate crash. We 
PDP, the National Chairman of our great heart!” beseech God to give them the strength to 
Party, Dr. Bamanga Tukur wishes to withstand this harshest sting of the painful 
condole with the government and the “We wish to also send our heart felt loss of dear ones.”
people of Kaduna State as well as the condolence to the family of General Azazi Chief Olisa Metuh
family of late Governor Yakowa on this as well as to the families of other Nigerians National Publicity Secretary.

Chike Egbo, the 25-year-old student of  Enugu State College of Education, 
who was bathed with acid by her estranged fiancé, David Suleiman, in 
November, has been reported dead.

Chika gave up the ghost early Thursday morning, on her hospital bed, at the 
Burns Unit of the Lagos State University Teaching Hospital, Ikeja.

Her father, Matthew Egbo, who confirmed the incident told Vanguard that 
his daughter fell into comma around 11: pm Wednesday night and was 

placed on a life-support machine before Suleiman, who was subsequently arrested Magistrate O. Olatunji who presided over 
she gave up the ghost around 1:00 am, by the police in Ikotun Police Station and the case granted him bail of N500, 000 
Thursday morning. was transferred to the Homicide Section with two sureties in like sum. The 

of the State Criminal Investigation Magistrate in his ruling stated that the 
Suleiman was alleged to have attacked Department, SCID, in Yaba, was later sureties must be blood relations and must 
Chika and an Okada rider, identified as charged to an Ebute-Meta Magistrate present evidence of tax clearance.
Sunny Daniel with a can of acid at Bakare court where he was  arraigned on a two 
Street, Ikotun, Lagos, on November 5, counts charge of attempted murder and Source: Vanguard 
2012, following Chika’s refusal to allow “causing grievous bodily harm.
him access to their only child.

Good news reaching us is that Nollywood actress, Nkiru Sylvanus and former Mr 
Nigeria, Kenneth Okolie who were kidnapped on Saturday in Owerri have been released 
by their captors. Nkiru, who is also a special assistant on public relations to the Imo State 
governor, Rochas Okorocha and Kenneth were kidnapped at a place where they were 
taping an episode of a public relation’s show, “Inside Imo” somewhere close to the famous 
Concord Hotel, Owerri. Vanguard reports that they were released on Thursday night.

After their kidnap, there were reports that the kidnappers demanded N100 million 
ransom for Nkiru’s release. But barely hours after an open letter was written to the IG of 
Police on the matter by concerned friends of the kidnap victims, they were released.

It was reported that the kidnappers able to call friends to come pick them up. We are glad they are out of their 
blindfolded them and dropped them off at It is however uncertain if any ransom was kidnappers custody and now reunited 
an unknown location where they were paid. with family and friends.
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 Stop us if you've heard this one before: the 
launch of a flagship, brand-defining 
smartphone gives its creator a swift leap in 
market share immediately afterwards. 
There's no surprise that the iPhone 5 will 
have improved Apple's standing in the US, 
then, but Kantar Worldpanel's market share 
study suggests that the lift was more than 
some expected. The firm estimates that 
Apple climbed to 53.3 percent of American 
smartphone share in the three months 
leading up to late November. The figure is 
both Apple's highest ever for the country as 
well as its first venture past the 50 percent 
mark. Android in this climate held on to 
41.9 percent of the market, hinting that 
many of those market-shifting iPhone sales 

came after October. Kantar expects a friendly world. Android represents 61 Phone 8 launch have reportedly pushed 
similar story this month, although it's not percent of smartphone sales in the five Redmond's platform back up to 4.7 
predicting how well the Cupertino crew largest European countries, while Apple's percent in those five European nations. 
will fare beyond that. share in countries like Brazil and China is We're a long way from going beyond a 

still small. There is an upside for Microsoft two-horse race in the smartphone field, 
Lest anyone take the results out of context, on this wider scale -- a year of Nokia Lumia but there's at least hints of change on the 
Kantar points out that it's often a Google- sales and the early results of the Windows horizon.

to happen once more. A breaking report manager Lior Ron. Reportedly, the 
from The Wall Street Journal has it on good company even went so far as to look into 
authority that engineers at Moto are producing the phone with a bendable 
toiling on a so-called "X phone," which is display and a ceramic-based exterior, but 
obviously being built under the it's unlikely that those dreams will pan out. 
stewardship of Google. The goal? To Strangely, there's no mention of whether 
produce a singular handset that can the phone will slot into Google's Nexus 
immediately rival the iPhone and range -- phones that run unadulterated 
Samsung's flagship Galaxy handsets. editions of Android -- but it's made clear 

that an X tablet will be following the 
 Remember that era where the original 

It's unclear at the moment what exactly phone. At some point post-Apocalypse, 
RAZR elevated Motorola's name in the 

will make this guy such a marquee piece, obviously.
mobile realm to god-like status? Evidently, 

but we are told that the effort is being 
folks in that inner circle are angling for that 

headed up by former Google product 
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frame HD video camera, the NEX- The camera is expected to be slightly 
VG900, representing Sony's third imaging larger than the NEX-7, and should include 
product line to pack the 35mm chip. Now, a native E-mount, with A-mount lens 
it looks like the Japanese electronics giant compatibility (for full-frame shooting) to 
is fast approaching the industry's final be offered as well. We've reached out to 
frontier, with rumored plans to launch a Sony for confirmation, but, considering 
full-frame mirrorless model in late 2013 that the rumored product is a year or so 
or early 2014. Sony Alpha Rumors has out, we don't expect a reply. Still, based on 
reportedly confirmed the news with the company's recent announcements, a 
multiple sources, adding that the TBD full-frame mirrorless ILC doesn't seem so  This September, Sony disrupted the point-
model has reached the "final stage of far-fetched, and we can't think of a better and-shoot market with the announcement 
development," and that a 24-megapixel manufacturer to take on such a project of a full-frame compact model -- the 
and 30+ MP prototype are currently than Sony.$2,800 Cyber-shot RX1. On the same day, 
undergoing testing.the company shared news of its first full-

ASUS' PadFone 2 may be the only notable contender in the 
phone-in-tablet space, but it does have a cheapo me-too in 
TransPhone. The latest "Pro" version of this budget hybrid 
comprises a 7-inch 1,024 x 600 TransPad dock, which 
swallows up a 3.5 inch 960 x 540 smartphone powered by 
a dual-core 1 GHz MediaTek chip. The set carries a $240 
price tag on pre-order, though since this company doesn't 
have much of a track record, you may want to hold on to 
your cash until it becomes a real entity sometime in March 
2013 -- even if it'd set you back an extra $50 at that point. 
There are more details in the PR, if you're up for a gamble.

The Lumia 920 isn't the only Nokia international twin, aside from a few minor 
Windows Phone gracing AT&T shelves cosmetic and internal changes. After the 
this winter, even though it receives the break, we'll outline what makes AT&T's 
lion's share of the attention. In its shadow Lumia 820 tick. Is it worth plunking down 
sits another perfectly capable device, the the cash to make this phone yours for the 
Nokia Lumia 820, currently going for $50 next two years, or is it better to splurge on 
with a two-year commitment. Frankly, the higher-end 920? Keep on reading to 
there isn't much that makes this carrier- find out.
branded model different from its 
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25 year-old Panshak Zamani, better known by his stage name Ice Prince, is an artiste that has delivered a consistent trail of smash hits, 
thereby forging an impressive reputation.
Signed on to Chocolate City along with other label mates – MI, Jesse Jagz and Brymo – Ice Prince doesn’t like to be tagged as a rapper 
or a singer but prefers to be called “a musician that raps who can do as many things as God has blessed his voice to do”.
Ice Prince Zamani started out as a musician in 2004 and has worked hard to take his music to the world stage. He was the winner of 
Hennessy Artistry in 2009 and his hit single, Oleku, off his debut album, Everybody Loves Ice Prince went on to win the award of Song 
of the Year at the City People’s Award 2011, won Best African Act and also nominated for 2012  Award  His album so far has been 
described as one of the most successful debut albums to come out of the country in recent years. He speaks with Peculiar Magazine in 
this exclusive interview on the many things that makes him loved.
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The Birth & Growth of His Career It’s interesting hearing about your career 
climb. Tell me more.

Wow. You’ve really been steadfast. How 
did you get the record deal with 
Chocolate City?

You are well known by music lovers across 
Africa, and fast spreading to the world as a I need to cut in here. Was it expensive to 
respected music brand. How does that study at University of Jos at that time?
make you feel?

Tell me about yourself and MI. I’ve heard 
What did you do after you dropped out of so much about the bond between you two. 
school? How did you get that break into What is your friendship like?

What were your dreams when you started the music industry?
out in your music career and are you living 
your dreams now?

MI, Jesse Jagz & Ice Prince Then & Now 
(with Brymo Now)
Everybody Loves Ice Prince

Most people know you as a star but I’m 
sure you have a story behind how you got 
to where you are now. Take me back to the 
beginning. What is your story?

together. The group split up after a few 
Hi Ice Prince. You’re looking really good years and after that, I joined the choir in 
today. What is making you glow? my church and started singing Tenor. That In 2009, I did a competition called 
Thank you for saying that, I appreciate it. was about the time MI moved back to Hennessy Artistry and I won the 
But I just woke up today smiling because I Nigeria and we became friends, we competition and that gave me some 
learnt that you need to wake up every became family, we started living together, money and some platform. When 2010 
morning and smile, that’s how you have a started making music together. I had a came, the first single was ready. From 
good day. But I’ve been good, I just came song that made it to Number 1 in Jos, that then on, it’s just been steady growth.
back to Nigeria from a long trip. I was in was when I started getting more 
London for the Hackney weekend, then I attention. Then I got admitted into 
went to LA and then to Maryland for the University of Jos to study Zoology but 
Nigeria Reunion. then I couldn’t really continue because of 

some financial constraint at the time. My record deal with Chocolate City came 
off of my affiliation with MI and Jesse Jagz. 
We are pretty much brothers, we’ve 
always lived together, always been 

Life was not that rosy. When my dad was together. But then Chocolate City signed 
It makes me feel blessed; it makes me feel alive, life was pretty much rosy but I lost MI first. It was like they did it in order of 
really excited. Coming from Jos which is my Dad in 1999 and it was my Mum that our age. Then they signed Jesse Jagz. Jesse 
the area that right now is just filled with was taking care of me up until she died was obviously more ready than I was at 
war and to get to this level of success is a too. So it was kinda hard to get by, really. I that time. Then they saw that I was getting 
blessing to me. I’m honoured and I feel dropped out of school in my 100Level to ready as well and they signed me too.
really excited. I’m proud to be focus on my music.
representing my state, my country and my 
continent everywhere I go.

He is my brother, he is my friend, my 
I moved to Abuja and started living with mentor. He is someone that if 200 people 
MI and Jesse Jagz. We were making music, tell me no and MI tells me yes, I would do 

I think I’m even living more than my doing some small small shows just to get the yes. That is how loyal I am to him, that 
dreams. When I started music, my short money. Then we moved to Lagos, we got a is how I respect him, how much I look up 
term plan was to be MI’s boy, that guy that chance to chill at Djinee’s house. Djinee to him. He never gives me bad advice, he 
just follows MI. Luckily for me, I’ve been gave us some space in his house to sleep. wishes me well and he’s always happy 
able to create my own lane even off of MI Djinee is like my Jesus. He came through when I succeed.
so it doesn’t look like I’m MI’s shadow. for us. We lived in his house and made it 
Now that I’m here, I have bigger dreams, I very uncomfortable for him but he took 
want to take my music to the world stage all the pain and accommodated us. This 
but I’m comfortable where I am. was in 2008. Gradually, there was steady 

growth. We got our own place, started Reading through the credits on your 
making music. In 2008, I hosted Sprite album, I noticed that Jesse Jagz produced 
Triple Slam. We did 30 shows, 15 in most of your songs. Why did you work 
Lagos, 15 in the East. I got some small with him the most?
money off that to buy some new jeans and Jesse is my best friend. Jesse is the guy that 

understands me the most. Nobody I started out in Jos in a group called shoes so that girls would, you know, say hi 
understands me more than Jesse and I ECOMOG squad. We used to rap and sing to me when they see me.
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don’t think anybody understands Jesse you liked the girls out there in England. recording the song, Clarence was in the 
more than I do. We have that bond and so Why did you say so and is there one visual part setting up and when we were 
when we are in the studio we just put it particular girl you were sort of referring done, we just came there and shot the 
together and we make magic. to? video.

Obviously not. Whenever I’m in London, 
there’s always lots of female attention 
somehow. I appreciate that. I have love for 
all of my female fans all over the world. 

What made me give my album that name Just yesterday, I got a picture of a fan from 
was when I lost my Mum, really. There was Kenya that tattooed my real name on her Sadness. I remember I was crying when I 
so much love, so much care from all skin. It’s cool to see people show you that recorded the song. I did the song in one 
around the world. People really showed kind of appreciation, it’s really nice. take because I didn’t want to come back 
me love and it was after that incident that I and record it again. It’s not a good thing for 
came back to record my album and I anybody to be an orphan, trust me, it hurts 
thought what better name to call my album a lot but we have to keep it going. God 
than Everybody Loves Ice Prince because I knows best. I was going through a really 
was shown love. Aww, come on. I’m not asking for her emotional period when I wrote that song.

address, just tell me a bit about why you 
like her.
She’s wonderful, she understands me very 
well, she supports me, she prays for me a 
lot. If I mess up, she doesn’t waste time to 

It made me feel really great to be in a tell me straight up. She’s cool. It’s been wonderful. We’ve all gotten over 
country that doesn’t speak anything close it and we try to be there for each other. I’m 
to Yoruba or Igbo or Hausa and they always there for my sisters whenever they 
respond to my music perfectly. They were We’ve been together for a few months need me. Even when I’m not in the 
singing the lyrics. If you do the statistics now but we hope to grow together. country, luckily for me I have good friends 
you’d see that they are just few Nigerians in around that they can call. They look out for 
Malawi so it was mostly Malawian people me as well. They pray for me, I pray for 
and the way they responded to the music I particularly loved your collaboration them and we stay connected all the time.
was amazing. Also when I was in Botswana, with Gyptian on your Magician track. 
Sierra Leone, Liberia, South Africa, it was How did that collaboration come about?
the same feeling. It’s such a blessing to see The collaboration was put together by a 
that the music you make back in your small company called Spinlet, an online music 
room somewhere in Gbagada is going that store. I have a song on my album that has a It’s a very sad and unnecessary situation 
far, it’s amazing. Jamaican Reggae feel so they thought it because we don’t need crisis in Jos, in 

would be nice to have a Jamaican artiste Nigeria. It’s something we could have 
jump on the remix. And Gyptian is one ended a long time ago. When I was 
person that I’m a big fan of and he came to growing up in Jos, I used to swear that my 

It was a big platform, I got to meet Nas, Nigeria to do a show at Calabar Carnival. kids would all grow up in Jos but with the 
JayZ, Gyptian, Tinie Tempah, Taio Cruz, So we kidnapped him, brought him into situation now, I don’t even think I would 
Flo Rida. We had a good show. the studio, recorded the song and shot the want to pursue that any more. It’s very 

video on the same day. The studio that we uncool for anyone to kill anyone at this 
used was an all round studio, it had a music moment. I think it’s two thousand and late, 

You said in a recent video interview that studio and a visual part so as we were its retarded.

Your titled your debut album ‘Everybody The track, ‘Find You’ which was a tribute 
Loves Ice Prince’. Nice name, but why did to your late parents was on the other hand, 
you assume that everyone loved you? very emotional. What was going through 

your mind when you wrote that song?

So if she’s not in England, where is the 
special girl in your life?
I have a girlfriend but I don’t talk about her.

I  watc hed  one  o f  your  recent  I know it’s been a while but please accept 
performances in Malawi and the crowd my condolences on the passing of your 
was all over you. How did that make you parents. How has it been for you and your 
feel? siblings since their passing?

How long have you two been together?

Select Tracks

How do you feel about the current crisis 
and killings going on in the city of Jos 
where you grew up?

Tell me about the Hackney Weekend in 
London. How did that go?

His Mystery Lady
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D
Weight gain

Sleepless nights

Chapped lips

Dry air and static hair Shorter days

Sore feet

Nail damage

on't let stress, calories, or a lack of all that manual labor is sure to nick, chip, Still need relief? Think about visiting a 
sleep steal your party-fabulous and smudge your pretty new mani. reflexologist who can give you a 
look this season. professional foot rub, which can also help 

At home, be sure not to skip steps. Each nail other stressors like migraines and back 
should get a base coat, two color coats, and pain, too.

The holidays can seem like an endless a top coat to seal the shade. And add one 
parade of cookies, pies, special drinks, and quick-dry drop to each nail to speed up 
traditional desserts. But a few smart drying time and prevent smudges. Catching a red-eye to your relatives or 
moves can help you avoid holiday weight setting a crazy-early alarm for shopping can 
gain. At the salon, try out gel lacquers. These use mean sacrificing a good night's rest.

UV light to set polish, and last for an 
You can have your beloved cheesecake if impressive two to three weeks without One too many of those nights (or even just 
you stick to reasonable portions and cut chipping. one for that matter) can cause dark circles, 
back on calories when you can. bags under your eyes, and a dull 

complexion. Over the long run, lack of 
Choose hot cocoa over creamy eggnog (a Winter sports like skating or snowboarding sleep can actually speed the signs of aging, 
calorie atomic bomb!). Watch out for can cause chapped or cracked lips, but you and who wants that?
finger foods at parties, as mindless don't have to head down a mountain to 
munching can add up. Have a light experience the dryness. Now more than ever, you should make 
breakfast and lunch so you can enjoy all the sleep a real priority. You'll not only look 
holiday fare at dinner, and aim to fit in Even minimal time outdoors—such as better, but studies suggest sleep can 
some exercise each day, even if it's just a stringing lights—can quickly cause improve memory, help vaccine efficacy (as 
brisk walk around the block. parched lips. in flu shot!), and lessen weight gain.

As with skin anywhere else, lips need 
Frizz in the summer, and static in the moisture too. Keep a pretty pout by When the clocks turn back, the days get 
winter:Y our hair just can't seem to win the hydrating with a balm. Add some cheer to darker sooner, and sunshine becomes a 
weather battle. There are things you can do your pucker by using one with a slight tint, distant memory. For many, this also marks 
other than pulling your hair into a top or shine. a time when they put away the sunblock. 
knot. (Cute idea though!)

Don't let the weather fool you. Even 
Get holiday-ready by adding shine back Even if you're mostly an Internet shopper, though UVB rays—the ones that cause 
into hair; use shampoo that doesn't strip it's hard to avoid spending lots of time on sunburns—are less intense, harmful UVA 
out natural oils, deep-condition weekly or your feet during the holiday season. rays are the same year-round. These can 
monthly, and/or sweep a glossing cream Whether you're shopping or party-going, cause skin cancer and premature aging, so 
onto dry strands. wearing the wrong shoes can cause painful use sunscreen under makeup or use a 

swelling, blisters, and calluses. foundation with SPF, particularly during 
winter sports.

You're finally done shopping, so you can Relax sore muscles by placing a tennis ball 
kick up your feet and relax. But wait, all under your feet and rolling back and forth If you're concerned about your vitamin D 
those presents need to be wrapped! from toes to heels. intake, there are other ways to get vitamin 
Unless you have a little elf to do it for you, D besides sunlight.
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Real Madrid ace Cristiano Ronaldo has revealed he misses Manchester United and 
has vowed not to celebrate if he scores against his old club in the UEFA Champions 
League.

The Portugal international will go up against the club he left in 2009 in the last 16 of 
the tournament in February after Real were pitted against United in Thursday's 
draw.

Ronaldo, who spent six seasons at Old Trafford and still keeps in contact with 
manager Sir Alex Ferguson, does not plan to celebrate should he find the back of the 
net against the side he considered "family".

“If I score against United I will not team-mates. president, Florentino Perez, is relaxed 
celebrate," he told AS. "I still speak to “Thanks to Manchester United I am over the draw.
Ferguson. I miss him a lot, just like I do enjoying my football with Real Madrid. 
Manchester United. Without them I could not have made it to He told Marca: "It's fine, Manchester is 

be the player that I am now." fine.
"I felt really good there because it was 
like a family. I had six great years there Real have twice knocked United out of “We've been drawn against them twice 
and still speak to a lot of my former the Champions League and the club's and eliminated them twice."

The Nigeria international has stated confidently that his side will soon start winning 
again in the English Premier League

With a run of one point from an available 12 over their last four league games, 
Nigeria international Peter Odemwingie believes that West Brom's early season 
form which saw them rise to as high as third on the table will soon return. "When a 
new manager comes in there is uncertainty but things are going well,"   West Brom 
are in seventh position, level on points with Tottenham, Arsenal and Everton and 
three off Chelsea in third and the Baggies continue to dream of a top five finish.

"Our points total is based on our performances not on dreams and the manager has 

see how far we can go. There is no doubt Nigeria’s national team-the Super Eagles 
been very quick to settle us down.” we will do better than last season. who will be playing in the 2013 Africa 

Cup of Nations in South Africa.
"There is nothing wrong with those "We've had an exceptional start to this 
dreams we have of finishing in the top campaign and we are hoping for an West Brom play Norwich on Saturday, 
five,” Odemwingie added. except ional  end,” the  Niger ian then travel to face relegation-threatened 

concluded. Queens Park Rangers on Boxing Day and 
"The fans are excited and loving the then travel to face Manchester United at 
quality of football we are producing at Odemwingie has scored four goals in 14 Old Trafford on December 29.
the moment. appearances this season and is very likely 

to miss games in January and February 
"Maybe we can continue with that and next year because of his commitment to 



An array of Barcelona stars have been called up to play for Catalonia in a friendly with the 
Super Eagles on January 2.

The game is to serve as part of the preparation for the Eagles as they head to South Africa 
for the Africa Cup of Nations.

Catalonia, coached by Dutch legend Johan Cruyff, is a region of Spain but plays friendly 
games against national teams from time to time but is not permitted to play in official 
competitions.

Cruyff is taking the friendly seriously and it has been confirmed that Barcelona 
superstars Xavi, Sergio Busquets and Gerald Pique will face the 1994 African champions 
on January 2.

Other Barcelona players that will be Sergi Roberto. This will be the second meeting between 
involved include Victor Valdes, Martin the Eagles and Catalonia. The first match, in 
Montoya, Cristian Tello and Jordi Alba. The game will take place at Estadi Cornellà December 1998, ended in an emphatic 5-0 
Other Catalonia stars that have been El Prat, home ground of Spanish side defeat for Nigeria.
confirmed for the game are Bartra and Espanyol.

SPORTS

the final phase of preparation for the 2013 the array of strikers in the country. I 
Africa Nations Cup billed to kick off in appreciate the invitation and I will 
South Africa, Complete Sports can definitely give my best to the cause,” he 
confirm. began.

The former Ocean Boys striker who He also vowed that  he will do everything 
disclosed that a letter of invitation has been possible to make the final cut for the 
sent to him to report to the Abuja camp Nations Cup that will hold  in South Africa 
ruled out the possibility of going on a between 19th of January through 10th of 
vacation during the winter break, adding February.
that he will hit the Bolton White 
Apartment camp in Abuja on the 26th of "That's my focus now; making the cut 
December.Dynamo Kyiv forward Brown Ideye will jet because I know that competition for places 

out with the home-based Eagles on the will be tough. But I will work hard so as to 
27th of this month to Faro, Portugal, for “I'm really happy with the call-up despite make the final squad.”
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Sir Alex Ferguson says it will be "fantastic" to 
welcome Cristiano Ronaldo back to Old Ferguson signed the Portuguese winger as a 
Trafford when Manchester United face Real teenager, and in his six years with the club he 
Madrid. became a global superstar.

The two European heavyweights will go Ferguson said, with tongue in cheek: "It is in his 
head-to-head in the last 16 of the Champions contract he can't play against us. It would be a 
League, and Real superstar Ronaldo will be disgrace if he played.”
facing United for the first time since he left 
the club in 2009. The Scot added: "It will be fantastic to have him 

back. When he comes on to the pitch at Old footballer. We are proud of the part we the manner in which Ronaldo left Old 
Trafford he will get a great reception, quite played in his career. Trafford.
rightly - after that they can boo him as much 
as they like. "To get six years out of a boy when he "He always had a hankering to go to Real 

comes to us at 17, we have done very well." Madrid at some point in his career and we 
"You have to remember, he came here at 17 helped him on that way," said Ferguson.
and developed himself into a great Ferguson insists there is no ill-feeling about 
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On Saturday 3rd November 
2012, Nigerian design label, 
Fashion For Life (FFL) held its 
fashion charity show tagged 
“ T h e  F F L  F a s h i o n a b l y  
Charitable Fashion Show 2012? 
at the Events Hall, Terra 
Kulture, Lagos.

Hosted by Toni Payne and Mr 
Univer se  Niger i a , Al len  
Ukwuru, the event kicked off 
with the singing of the national 
anthem by Alula Okposo. After 
the national anthem, a brief 
history of Fashion For Life was 
delivered by Doyin Okubule. 
Draped in one of the label’s 
creations, she highlighted FFL’s 
works over the years.

The fashion event which saw in 
attendance Lanre Da Silva Ajayi, 
Seyi Shay, JJC Skillz  and Tewa 
Onasanya , a l so  s aw the  
presentation of FFL’s new 
pieces. There were entertaining 
performances by Dhecade, Toba 
Gold, Gloria Ibru and the G-
Notes, Lamboginny, who 
performed his song, One 
Minute (Iseju Kan Pere) and 
Dance queen, Kaffy, who taught 
guests how to do the Azonto.
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